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Expertise

• Help societies to get the best working relationships 
with their publishing partners

• Work with publishers on their publishing strategy

• Board member of global journals and books sales and 
marketing agency

• Co-founder of start-up service provider in media 
technologies for societies and publishers
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What is Plan S?

Plan S is an attempt to stimulate, accelerate or ultimately mandate the 
publication of research works as open access objects

Funders will (or already do 
demand) that works are published:

In a hybrid journal as open access plus either:
•A free version made available immediately in a subject repository
•A timed commitment for the journal to become fully open access
In a fully open access journal
In a hybrid journal as open access, but as part of a PAR or RAP deal

All of these are particularly hard to deal with for societies, especially 
those with just one or two titles









OA will happen

Globally, journals publishing worth ~$9.9bn, or 
$5,210 per article published

If the whole world went Gold OA 
tomorrow, even at $3,000 per article 
average, the world would have ~$4.2bn 
more to spend on other stuff 



A divided 
world?

• What if Europe goes Open Access, but US does 
not?
• Most US titles would not be able to 

convert to OA, because of the prevalence 
of US authors who are not wedded to the 
concept

OR
• US titles do convert and US authors pay 

the APC instead of page charges and don’t 
really care what the model is 

• What if Europe goes Open Access first, then 
the US follows in a few years?
• US titles would need to convert as early as 

possible to give them early-mover 
advantage when the main part of their 
market comes into play



Plan S is 
affecting 

European 
authors 
mostly

• Most of the organizations that are full 
signatories to Plan S are European

• What proportion of your European authors will 
feel the need to comply with Plan S?



Plan S 
compliance 
via Gold OA

• Gold OA means the author, their funder, or their institution 
finds the funds to pay an Article Processing Charge (APC) to 
make the article permanently Open (normally under a 
Creative Commons CC-BY license)

• Entire title needs to be OA by an agreed date to be 
compliant with Plan S
• It’s a gamble that sufficient authors to support the 

journal are willing to change the way they publish with 
the journal

• Should be a single fee and not additional page charges.
• Currently no evidence that authors in US in a number of 

disciplines are price sensitive in practice, but there is a 
lot of negative PR associated with pricing above the 
norm



Simon’s Made Up Business Model Change Factor

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Low Impact Title in mid-sized Society Publisher

Medium Impact Title in mid-sized Society Publisher

High Impact Title in mid-sized Society Publisher

Low Impact Title in mid-sized Commercial Publisher

Medium Impact Title in mid-sized Commercial Publisher

High Impact Title in mid-sized Commercial Publisher

Low Impact Title in Large Commercial Publisher

Medium Impact Title in Large Commercial Publisher

High Impact Title in Large Commercial Publisher

Gross Subscriptions Revenue
Theoretical Gold OA Revenue



Gold OA 
becoming pre-

requisite for 
many 

European 
Universities 

for 
tenure/impact

• Nothing to do with Plan S
• Usually either

• Government funder policy
• Government research assessment exercise

• Require unfettered access to 
researcher’s content in its place of 
publication for it to count towards a 
university’s assessed output – granting 
permissions no longer good enough



Plan S 
compliance 

via Green OA

• Can keep journals in hybrid model for as long as 
is necessary, allowing Gold Open Access to grow 
steadily, as long as the full published text is 
deposited immediately in an open subject 
repository, such as PubMedCentral



Green OA 
allows the sale 

of 
subscriptions 

for longer

• Hybrid titles attract subscriptions revenue 
which will steadily, and more manageably, 
diminish as the proportion of Gold OA content 
grows within them

• With immediate deposit in a repository, and the 
near-immediate discoverability offered by 
Google Scholar, this will rapidly detract from the 
number of downloads from the society’s own 
journal sites and undermine the subscription 
value sooner, save for those libraries with an 
archival mandate
• Will rapidly undermine sales outside of North 

America and Europe





‘Offsetting 
Deals’ or ‘Read 
and Publish’

• Some European governments, through 
consortia, pushing for Offsetting Deals
• Get the content in the ‘big deal’ in 

the normal way
• PLUS the right for scientists in the 

country to publish in hybrid OA 
journals at a reduced rate 

• This tends to favour the bigger 
publishers who have access to 
these conversations

• But also RSC and MIT deal are good 
examples in the US (institutional 
deal, not national)

• Some vendors, e.g. Accucoms, may 
have a role



What does 
regional 

reach look 
like?
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Key tests

What proportion of your authors are members?

What proportion of your members are current or past authors?

What proportion of your authors come from institutions that currently subscribe? 

Are author numbers in proportion to the institutional income?

What proportion of your members, your authors and your subscription income comes from each country 
or region? 

What proportion of your authors come from Germany, Holland, Sweden, UK, and other Plan S hotspots?



Where are we going?

Diversification – e.g. teaching products, CPD/CME, media outputs

Land grab for content in OA

Service business, therefore maintain absolute margins 
through volume (can’t maintain percent margins) Not everyone will succeed at growing!

Journals become devalued SLOWLY (in their literal economic sense)



Societies and 
the future

Do not strategise defensively

Tap into the network and build the 
community

Diversify income streams, because not 
everyone can grow journals

Be brave
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